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WHAT'S THE STORY?

Do you ever wonder what really lies behind the mind of an artist? What 
their story is, and what inspires their art? Sometimes it's clear, other times, 
not so much. What really amazes me is that with the amount of creative 
individuals in this world we continually see a revolving door of unique art 
flowing through social media, retail, galleries, online shops and boutiques. 
 
As an artist, I naturally migrate toward other artist and take interest in their 
process.  I am so intrigued to find out their story and how they come to 
create.  It makes their work that much more interesting, and really sets 
them apart from another.  It’s not a secret that one of my passions is 
home décor. The trending colors, little bits of culture, and nature is what 
inspires my creations, but did you know that I also have a collection of 
large scale paintings that tell a story?  It may appear to be one thing on 
the surface, but within the canvas of these paintings is something much 
more than you can image.  These are limited works curated through 
Laguna Art Gallery in California.  Would you like to hear my story?
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"LETS SEE HOW YOU CAN FUSE 
MY MANDALA ART INTO YOUR 
OWN UNIQUE STYLE."

"I have been creating artwork professionally  

within the home décor industry for nearly two 

decades now.  Researching and forecasting 

décor trends and fusing that into my own 

artwork is all part of the process."

MAKE YOUR BEDROOM 
YOUR HAVEN

Every season we see the trends flowing in local 

retailers, from fashion to home décor.  The 

difference is, we can't always change our home 

décor with every season as we can with our 

clothing.  But did you know there are easy ways to 

transform the look of your home by just switching 

up a few décor items, like wall art?  I have a few 

tips on how to incorporate this trend into your 

bedrooms for a simple new makeover.

 

 
 

Tip 1: Neutral Walls: When the walls in your bedroom are 
neutral (white, off-whites, or light grey) it makes it easy to 
switch things up a bit.  Start fresh with a little bit of paint 
in this cost effective foundation to revamping your haven.
 
Tip 2: Mandala Art: This is a trend in home décor at the 
moment, but you can create whatever style that suites 
you by selecting just the right piece of art.  (To the left 
you can see how I paired my mandala art with a coastal, 
bohemian, & contemporary design.)  
 
Tip 3: Bedding is Everything: Select a solid color bedding 
and spice it up with patterned and textured throws, 
pillows and accessories. But if you're BOLD, go with a 
theme and run with it!
 
Tip 4: Compliment It: Just because you added some 
mandalas on your wall doesn't mean you have to change 
all your décor.  If you want to be conservative, select a 
few new decorative items such as a Moroccan bed side 
lamp, a tasseled throw, and some crisp white linens to 
compliment the new art in your room.
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"DECORATING EGGS IS NOT 
JUST FOR THE KIDS."

Add a couple beautifully hand painted eggs to your 

existing décor for a little touch of charm and 

sophistication.  It's all in the details.

 

Here is my DIY tutorial on how you can make these 

stylish eggs, and it's easier than you think.  Visit my 

YouTube channel to watch this free tutorial.

DIY DÉCOR 

Ingredients:
 
8 tbsp butter                                          1 egg
1/2 cup cane sugar                                1 tsp vanilla
1/4 cup brown sugar                              1/2 tsp salt
2 cups flour                                            1 tsp baking soda
1 cup Heath toffee bits                        
1 bag Cadbury Mini eggs
 
1. Melt butter for 30 seconds in microwave, add to mixer with 
both sugars and beat for 1 min.
2. Add egg and mix just until combined, about 10 sec
3. Add remaining ingredients (except for the toffee bits and 
mini eggs) and blend until incorporated, then add toffee bits 
and mix with a spoon.
4. Use a tablespoon to spoon out little mounds on a silicone 
baking mat or parchments paper, and top each mound with 
three mini eggs.
 
Bake at 350 degrees for 13 minutes.  Let cool and Enjoy!
 
 
 
 

Chewy Toffee Mini Egg Cookies

Mom's and dad's can have fun too, creating art and 

décor for those special holidays and festive 

occasions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y67ajByKJsw
WATCH TUTORIAL HERE
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Upcoming Workshops
Bark Art Journal

Thursday, April 18, 2019     

9:00 am - 12:00 pm

Scottsdale, AZ at Holland Gallery in Arizona Foothills 

Community Foundation

 

Explore the use of natural materials in a pint sized 

creation. Design and construct your very own book of art 

using a variety of papers, and nature's finest mediums. 

Pair these papers with ink, charcoal, birch bark, hemp, 

and wax linen threads, for a twist on repurposed art. 

Learn to incorporate tucks, pockets, and embellished 

stitches within the bound pages of this journal to hold 

the wonderful collection of mixed media treasures you 

will create.

@yvettestamant /Yvette St. Amant 
Fine Arts

Yvette@yvettestamant.com

Ongoing Workshops  on Patreon
I may not be hosting a workshop in your area, however you 

can join me every week on Patreon.

 

I have a couple different membership programs available to 

choose from for as little as $5/month.  When you join you 

are given immediate access to over 30 tutorials, plus 

additional weekly videos/tutorials on many styles of art 

journaling.  The best part is all the downloadable goodies I 

love to give you, including art, templates, and printables for 

many of the journal constructions and pages we create.  

Come check it out and join the fun!

REGISTER HERE

JOIN ME HERE

/YvettesFineArt
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